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Abstract. Assessment of vulnerability to flooding has been widely investigated by researchers, policy makers and
practitioners. The research project initiated between the French insurance dedicated association to natural risks,
MRN, and the urban planning lab L 
             By making the
assumption that territorial vulnerability depends on the collective measures implemented by communities, this
research project aims to experiment a national rating method of the territorial preventive effort. To investigate
collective prevention, Flood Action Programmes (PAPI) have been identified as the one bottom-up public policy
instrument that mobilizes all the prevention      ers. The constitution of a       database,
homogenized through a codification process, provides 82 codes reflecting the diversity of actions. To score PAPI, we
need beforehand to rate the codes regarding their impact in terms of vulnerability reduction. The codes rating system,
produced in collaboration with experts, is based on AHP-ANP models          
confronted with different local case studies, e.g. in the context of coastal floods, river floods..., in order to appreciate
to what extent the national rating system is adapted to local scale and reflect the territorial efforts to reduce
vulnerability to flooding.

1 Introduction
1.1 General context
Assessment of vulnerability to flooding has been
recently widely investigated by researchers, policy
makers and practitioners [1-4]. This increasing interest
follows decades of projects focused on hazard knowledge
improvement, especially in geography and civil
engineering techniques fields. In France, this hazardoriented approach has dominated flood risk management
(FRM) strategies until the mid-to-late 20th century [5-6].
The recognition of the limits of such an approach as
mentioned by Hewitt [7] and White [8], and the growing
awareness of flood risk anthropic and societal
dimensions, in particular regarding the high urbanization
in flood-prone areas, have put vulnerability in the
spotlight [5,9]. Natural risks thus result from the complex
interaction of hazard and vulnerability [2, 10-13].
Vulnerability is thus defined in relation to hazard.
Furthermore, the complexity of their interaction has
participated      !   !     .
Literature review outlines vulnerability high
polysemy according to the addressed disciplines or
targeted applications [2, 4, 5, 9, 13-16]. We don't intend
to present a comprehensive nor exhaustive review of the
a

diversity of definitions, which has already been the object
of numerous works [2, 12, 17].
In parallel, other close concepts became of central
interest such as adaptive capacity, coping capacity,
resilience which ask for the identification and definitions
of their linkages with vulnerability [15, 18-20].
       !   " 
 
in this article as we focus on floods, one of the remaining
part of vulnerability definition we have to tackle with is
the question of scale. Indeed, one could distinguish the
vulnerability at the individual scale, considering people
or building for example, from collective vulnerability,
which consider a group of individuals, consequently at a
larger scale, such as a territory, which also calls for
definitions [20-21].
The definition and clarification of the different
concepts and terms appears a significant and core issue as
far as vulnerability and its assessment are concerned.
1.2 A specific
framework

Public-Private-Partnership

This research project aims to answer the question of
the assessment of vulnerability to flooding in a specific
context. It relies on a collaborative framework between
     #  the Association of
French Insurance Undertakings for Natural Risk
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empirical damage functions: they establish correlations
between a damaging degree, i.e. an economic impact, and
-     ! [11,16]. Vulnerability is here assessed
by summing all potential damages.
Damaging functions have however revealed some
limitations. Indeed, the link betwe  - 
         
*     
not obvious [28,29].
All scholarships recognize that vulnerability shall not
              but has to
identify and assess factors that contribute to it [16, 30].
While pursuing the biophysical approach, two main
factors were pointed out: exposure and sensitivity [5, 15,
20]. Exposure can refer to the     geographic
location [14, 31]. The concept of sensitivity was
introduced to consider that two equally exposed elements
might be differently affected according to their sensitivity
[5, 31, 32]. Thus, biophysical approach is determined in
relation with hazard (nature and characteristics) and takes
account of     exposure and sensitivity with
regards to this hazard [5, 14].
In the same perspective, MRN, on behalf of its
members, monitors and promotes public data on hazard
zoning and assets exposure through an extranet platform
of geo-services [33] .       !     
operational as far as assessment is concerned.
Furthermore, such an approach appears pessimistic as it
   /    of the capacity of these elements,
which are part of a system to react with regards to this
existing flood risk.
Vulnerability defined as damaging propensity is
meaningful in our specific context. Nevertheless, the
biophysical factors approaches appear more or less
operational and lack the inclusion of some variables.

Knowledge and Reduction, MRN, which was created in
2000 by the French Trade associations.
Indeed, France established a national risk transfer
scheme based on a public private partnership (PPP)
between insurance industry and the State as its guarantor
[22]. This compensation scheme, since the Act of July 13,
1982, relies on national solidarity so that all citizens who
enter into a contract of insurance covering damage to
property (home, car, business) pays a compulsory fixed
rate additional-premium with this rate fixed by the State.
The compensation tackles with the direct damages
relative to the effects of major disasters (floods, droughts,
earthquakes ...).
Furthermore, flood damages account for near half the
               ! % 400
Million EUR as an average annual charge- [23].
Damaging climatic events are intended to increase in
intensity due to climate change [24, 25]. The recent study
realized by the French Insurance Association (AFA)
expects this cost to double by 2040 [23]. Therefore, MRN
      &           
involvement about damaging climatic events, especially
flood risk.
Part of MRN              
specific tools for professional purposes to assess flood
risk, particularly by reflecting vulnerability. Thus, we
shall reinvestigate the question of vulnerability definition
in an operational way. To that end, we will first analyze
how to bridge the different academic approaches with
'()   

2 Conceptual framework
In this section, we aim to articulate the definitions of
vulnerability as well as similar concepts on the one hand,
and the professional context which is part of this research
project on the other hand. To this end, we will provide a
brief overview of main approaches of vulnerability in the
respective biophysical and social realms [4,5, 26].

2.2 Social vulnerability
In parallel to biophysical vulnerability, American
social sciences have developed the concept of social
vulnerability. This approach considers (1) a hazard as a
stress or perturbation that affects (2) a system
characterized by its response [5].
This response capacity has been investigated, on the
one hand, through the question of social factors
contributing to vulnerability [10]. In particular, research
works identified a wide range of root causes to
biophysical vulnerability such as gender, age,
         *[10, 34].
If the social root causes approach may not be
operational in our current project, social vulnerability
considers on the other hand the concept of response. It
constitutes the systems coping capacity, also labeled
capacity of response, adaptive capacity or resilience [15].
In this perspective, social vulnerability investigates the
     !    !       0 
  
characteristics of a person or group in terms of their
capacity to anticipate, cope with, resist, and recover from
the     -+,1].
Conceptual frameworks surrounding resilience,
     !* !          & 
example, some authors consider resilience as the flip side

2.1 Biophysical vulnerability
The first category of vuln  !      is
derived from the hazard paradigm [5]. Risk is here
considered as the result of (1) hazard characterized by a
probability (frequency, intensity) and (2) vulnerability as
the potential impact of this hazard. Vulnerability is
therefore mainly characterized by damaging propensity
[11, 17, 26]. This definition was chosen by French
Ministry in charge of environment, which considers
vulnerability as the expression and the assessment of
foreseeable negative consequences of flood events [11].
Considering vulnerability as damaging propensity
corresponds to the common approach within the fields of
natural scientists, engineers, disast      * +,7].
It particularly makes sense within insurance industry; In
this perspective, compensated damages related to floods
are proxies that reveal the pre-existing vulnerability with
regards to direct material damages [17].
The physical part of vulnerability focuses on the
assessment of damaging propensity by the use of
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insured people. However, there is still a great challenge
regarding the impact on systems of prevention actions
implemented at a collective scale [15]. Thus we question
how to integrate and assess flood risk collective coping
capacity. To that end, we shall first go further in the
definition of risk coping capacity and identify its
operational declinations in actions.
In terms of FRM, the French national policy
emphasizes seven collective levers of action relative to
prevention: (5 -  
 /    65
watercourse monitoring, forecasting, vigilance and
warning, (iii) education and preventive information, (iv)
control of urbanization and built environment, (v)
reduction of the vulnerability (mitigation), (vi) defence
including all measures related to hydraulic infrastructures
and (vii) emergency preparedness.
In parallel, other countries as well as research works,
         
/     7  
8  action framework which refers to awareness,
alleviation, avoidance and assistance [36], the European
STAR-FLOOD project which identifies five main
strategies through prevention, mitigation, defence,
preparation and recovery [37], the work of Steinführer et
al. [38] about social vulnerability and resilience, which
emphasizes local knowledge, awareness, mitigation and
adaptation, flood coping, recovery and reconstruction.
With regards to these different typologies, we
consider six main collective levers of action:

of vulnerability [17]. Here, we adopt the approach
developed in Gallopin that considers resilience and
adaptive capacity as components of vulnerability [15].
With regards to the many polysemous concepts that refers
to it, we choose within the current project, the term of
flood risk coping capacity defined, as proposed by the
United Nations (UN), as a combination of all strengths
and resources available within a community or
organization that can reduce the level of risk, or the
effe    +35]. 
The operational side of this social approach lays in the
manifestations of this risk coping capacity, as stated in
the UN definition. Thus, vulnerability, considered at a
!              
 
vulnerability and consequently risk reduction [2, 20, 27].
In this perspective, social vulnerability stands for
another central issue to take in account. Within our
specific PPP context, this approach considers the ability
of the system to conduct operational preventive actions.
The biophysical and social approaches are, in that
sense, complementary. Many authors thus define
vulnerability as a combination of exposure, sensitivity as
well as risk coping capacity [2,15,20,32].
2.3 Characterizing vulnerability to flooding in the
current project

The brief literacy review permits us to highlight that
both biophysical and social approaches may be
meaningful with regards to our specific context. The aim
of it was more to see how and to what extent we can link
the different approaches in the operational framework of
this research project than to propose a new definition and
conceptual framework.
We therefore use the definition of vulnerability as the
damaging propensity. With regards to the national
compensation scheme, we will focus on direct material
damages. Furthermore, vulnerability to flooding is first
function of exposure and sensitivity. But exposure and
sensitivity are also function on the risk coping capacity,
             4
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study; with regards to vulnerability as damaging
propensity, post-crisis measures have much less or no
impact in reducing direct damages. Furthermore, these
capacities are mainly related to compensations within the
French natural disaster compensation scheme [39]. But
compensations are considered here as proxies for
vulnerability.



      
This approach brings a little difference from authors
         !            
Here, we distinguish contributing factors, that
 
              0    
damages and a second level which may impact the
contributing factors and the overall vulnerability.
In this perspective, preventive actions are operational
declinations of risk coping capacity which induce an
impact on exposure and sensitivity. Assessing risk coping
capacity through actions permits us to consider a dynamic
approach of vulnerability. Within our PPP framework and
particularly within the context of insurance undertakings,
prevention actions implemented at the individual scale
can be appreciated through their direct relations with

3 Assessing flood risk collective coping
capacity through public action
The conceptual framework permits us to identify
flood risk coping capacity, at the collective scale, as a key
variable with regards to vulnerability assessment. The
different FRM frameworks have highlighted different
levers of actions, that we synthetize under six main
categories. We shall here investigate the question of how
to assess the collective risk coping capacity with regards
to these six levers. Furthermore, as we question the

3
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Figure 1. Risk coping capacity and actions in PAPI: a relevant match

[44]. For example, watershed basins are the risk basin
scale when river floods are being tackled, as they include
the whole territory across which watercourses and runoffs plays a role in the flooding phenomenon.
Consequently, flood risk collective coping capacity
has to be handled at the risk basin scale. We shall identify
a relevant public policy instrument with regards to the six
main levers we previously defined.

impact of the implemented actions on systems, it
questions the relevant scale to take in account regarding
actions and the affected system.
3.1 The central role of public actions in FRM
Collective prevention calls for actions besides the
individual scale, or, in other words, refers to actions that
benefit a group of individuals. As a covariant risk that
can affect an entire population, flood risk is considered a
public problem of general interest which requires state
intervention [40]. Thus, public policies and public actions
stand for collective capacities to face public problems
which reflect vulnerability [21]. This is consistent with
the approach of Turner et al. [32], which associates the
concept of coping, adjustment and adaptation responses,
considered as our risk coping capacity, with the example
of policies and programs. Indeed, risk coping capacity
may be considered as something to enhance within a
policy objective [27]. Mény and Thoenig outlines that
public policies be analysed through their concrete
expression in governmental action programme [41].
In France, FRM strategies have significantly evolved
during the 20th century, in particular in the past thirty
years, leading to a diversification and multiplication of
public policy tools [40]. Two parallel processes
participate in these changes: on the one hand, flood risk
becomes a policy object per se [6, 11]     
with new specific public policy instruments that tend to
integrate the plural sectors that address flood risk - land
        !*-. On the
other hand, the decentralization process initiated in the
:;  has handed increasing responsibilities over to local
authorities and enhanced territorialized instruments,
including in the field of natural risks [39].
As far as bottom-up and territorialized initiatives are
concerned, risk basins have been stated as the relevant
FRM scale within the legal framework: laws were
enacted in 1964 and 1992, and have been reaffirmed at a
European level by the Water Framework Directive
(2000/60/CE) and the Floods Directive (2007/60/EC).
Risk basin scale is consistent with the concept of
      [42]. Indeed, risk basins are defined as a
homogenous geographical unit that is subject to the same
natural phenomenon: that is, one that shares the same risk

3.2 Action Programmes for Flood Prevention
(PAPI)
Throughout the multitude of existing instruments,
Action Programmes for Flood Prevention, which are
commonly known as PAPIs, reflect this tendency to
support local governance with a view to the creation of
transversal and integrated FRM [39]. As a bottom-up
initiative, its purpose is to mobilize cross-scale and crosssectoral stakeholders to address all aspects of flood risk
and vulnerability issue. PAPI consider the risk basin
scale. It stands for the only public policy tool, specific to
flood risk, which considers all the levers of action of the
risk coping capacity, as illustrated in Figure 2.
Implemented on 112 risk basins that represent more
than 40% of France area, this work is based upon the
assumption that PAPI offer an adequate window on the
collective preventive actions that are implemented on
territories and that their evaluation can be used to assess
the prevention effort.
 !         
database

    

 '              
&  ()('$   
          
     ()('* )    
 & +          
    ()('$         
 & PAPI entire application forms. To score PAPI
according to the same analysis grid, actions were
homogenized through a codification process. The
     <                ! 
possible actions with reference to their role in the
reduction of vulnerability at the collective scale. The
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their contribution regarding the six main levers of action,
their redundancy in different programs, their recognition
in other frameworks such as subsidized    
categories by national prevention fund (FPRNM) or
research works [44]         *
The codification process led to the creation of 82
codes, which can be associated with one main lever of
actions, as illustrated in the Table 1. We consider that one
code may contribute to more than one lever, e.g. the
realization of crisis exercise that helps improving the
crisis management as well as risk awareness by
associating people to the+*
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point out the ability of our database to point out
differences in local risk coping capacity.
4.1 Differences between PAPIs relating to
studies or « heavy » works
PAPI public policy instrument considers different
types of programmes; on the hand what is called
               
all the seven axis that we presented in Figure 2 in Section
3.2   ! / . On the other hand, while
local knowledge may not be considered to be adequate
for developing a complete programme, local authorities
 /                 4
that is, to create a small study-based programme so as to
gather together enough knowledge over the course of one
or two years to prepare a complete programme.
      33 /   
date, and seven of them have already been followed up
    
The result of the codification process takes account of
these two categories, as illustrated in Figure 2. Indeed,
     implement in average 27 type of
          >? ! 
of actions in average. As a consequence, our database
makes clear evidence about the higher number of actions
in complete PAPIs. However, another interesting point in
that the number of codes may overlap: the minimum
             
is 10 while an intended PAPI reached 26 types of actions.
Consequently, there is a great distribution of data.
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Table 1. 4      
    

5  actions and codes of action, the number of
actions in PAPI varies from 2 to 97 with an average of 24
actions. Considering the number of codes, the range
varies from 1 to 42 with an average of 21. The
codification tends to reduce the number of actions and the
dispersion of data; this is explained by the fact that (i)
programs sometimes implement several times the same
action but it is counted only once under the codification
process and (ii) some programs detail their actions under
several sheet actions whereas some others mention a
global sheet action.
In this research work, we assume that PAPI offer an
adequate window on flood risk collective coping
  !            
to highlight differences between PAPIs, according to the
local effort and specificities. The analysis of the codified
action database provides a first glance at the differences
between risk basin scales with regards to the preventive
effort. 

Figure 2. Distribution of the number of codes according
  ! 
4.2 Differences between PAPIs according to
local specificities

4 First analysis of the difference in risk
coping capacities according to risk
basins

Further to the adaptation of PAPIs to local
knowledge, we may point out the differences in risk
coping capacities throughout PAPIs by the analysis of
budget allocations. Such an analysis tends to show their
diversity, as illustrated in Figure 3: in the north of France,
the selected actions have enhanced resistance through
upstream flood retention. This strategic choice can be
linked to the topography of the risk basins and to land use
% relatively gentle slopes and more rural areas.

&    !               
result of the codification process, we here investigate the
question of the adaptation of PAPIs to local specificities.
In this perspective, we question the diversity of PAPI and
thus the diversity of risk coping capacities. We will also

5
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Figure 3. Budget allocations in PAPIs for resistance strategies

5.1 The need for expert valuation

This is different from the situation in typical coastal
risk basins, especially in the Atlantic coastal areas, where
the emphasis is also on resistance but focused on dike
building and reinforcement.
This economic analysis on the codified database also
demonstrates that most of the budget is allocated to
          :;A       
        B
     
mean that resistance is more effective. It only tends to
         0       &      /
basins which invest more money in PAPIs does not mean
that their ability to cope with risk is, obviously, more
important.
The economic approach, while interesting, in
particular in terms of efficiency, may not reflect the
impact of actions in terms of risk coping capacity and
their impact of vulnerability. Furthermore, the constituted
                  
actions. This lends support for the use of the typology of
actions derived from the codes, to assess risk coping
capacity. We shall thus investigate the question of codes
assessment in terms of effectiveness with regards to risk
coping capacity.
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xboth transversal experts and specific experts
regarding each six main lever of actions

5 Assessing collective reduction of
vulnerability through expert valuation
The identification of PAPI as a relevant public policy
instrument to assess flood risk collective coping capacity
led to the constitution of 82 codes of action reflecting the
diversity of actions within the six main levers of actions.
We shall now investigate the question of codes
assessment in terms of effectiveness with regards to risk
coping capacity.
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including experts in floodplain or hydraulic
infrastructures management, dedicated national
      *
xrepresentatives of the three main categories of
stakeholders relative to FRM: (i) the State and
its deconcentrated services at more local scales,
(ii) territorial authorities including pilot
structures of PAPI at the risk basin scale and (iii)
civil society and prevention experts which
covers
insurance
professionals,
nongovernmental associations of flood-damaged
people as well as private and public experts
(public structures that are part of the technical
and scientific Network of the French Ministry in
charge of environment and academic
   5*
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  & 7 F
5.2. Selection of a multi-criteria analysis (MCA)
method
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